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War Without End. What Is Wrong with the United States of America?

By Philip Giraldi, November 01, 2022

Prussian Major General Carl von Clausewitz famously drew on his own experience in the
Napoleonic Wars to examine war as a political phenomenon. In his 1832 book “On War” he
provided a frequently quoted pithy summary of  war versus peace,  writing in terms of
politico-military strategy that “War is a mere continuation of politics by other means.”

Pfizer Increases Price of COVID Jab by 400%

By Dr. Joseph Mercola, November 01, 2022

October  20,  2022,  the  U.S.  Centers  for  Disease  Control  and  Prevention’s  Advisory
Committee on Immunization Practices (ACIP) unanimously (15-0) voted to add unlicensed
COVID-19 shots to the U.S. childhood, adolescent and adult vaccine schedules.

‘Military Madness’: US to Deploy Nuclear-Capable B-52s to Australia, Provoking China

By Kenny Stancil, November 01, 2022

In  what  critics  are  calling  a  “dangerous  escalation,”  the  United  States  is  reportedly
preparing to deploy up to six nuclear-capable B-52 bombers to northern Australia, where
they would be close enough to strike China.

Latin America and the Caribbean – Between Cooperation and Intervention

By Stephen Sefton, November 01, 2022
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The military, economic, diplomatic and psychological war between the Russian Federation
and NATO has revealed several weaknesses in the ability of the United States and its allies
to maintain their dominance in the world. A remarkable fact has been that practically no
government in Latin America and the Caribbean has collaborated with the illegal coercive
measures of the United States and the European Union against Russia and Belarus.

COVID-19 Vax Destroys Hearts & Brains of Billions of People – Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi

By Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi and Greg Hunter, November 01, 2022

World renowned microbiologist and virologist professor Sucharit Bhakdi MD has won many
medical  and scientific  awards  and has  more  than 300 peer  reviewed research  papers.  Dr.
Bhakdi  was  one  of  the  first  top  global  doctors  to  warn  about  the  deadly  and  debilitating
effects of the CV19 vax. He was right.

The Big Lie: Worldwide Energy Shortage Plus Multiple Crises – All Manufactured – Meant for
Destruction of Western Civilization

By Peter Koenig, November 01, 2022

It’s all part of the plan to destroy civilization as we know it, to replace it with the  4th

Industrial Revolution robots and humanoids – acting on AI-generated electronic commands
and surviving on programmable digital central bank currencies (DCBC).

Elon Musk Alarmed After Apparent Inclusion on Well-known Ukrainian ‘Kill List’

By Zero Hedge, November 01, 2022

Elon Musk has publicly expressed alarm over his name and profile appearing to have been
added to a well-known Ukrainian ‘kill list’, following controversy and outrage from Kiev over
his prior “Russia-Ukraine peace poll” and subsequent threats to cut funding for Starlink
satellite internet services deployed in the country.

Virtuous Hypocrisy: The Socceroos and the Qatar World Cup

By Dr. Binoy Kampmark, November 01, 2022

Qatar, for its part, has taken a softening voice in disguising reform.  The number of deaths
among the toiling workers behind the various venues and stadia for the World Cup has been
calculated to be in the order of 37 between 2014 and 2020.  The Guardian report from
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February 2021, using records from a number of embassies, suggests that 6,500 Indian,
Pakistani, Bangladeshi and Sri Lankan nationals had perished since 2010.

Advocating World War Three Is Just Mainstream Punditry Now

By Caitlin Johnstone, November 01, 2022

Mainstream punditry in the latter half of 2022 is rife with op-eds arguing that the US needs
to vastly increase military spending because a world war is about to erupt, and they always
frame it as though this would be something that happens to the US, as though its own
actions would have nothing to do with it.

How the Media Quarantined Evidence of Cancer in Iraq and the Role of B.P.

By Media Lens, November 01, 2022

Some of the worst ‘modern sacrifice zones’ are found on the outskirts of Basra, in the south-
east of Iraq, ‘some of the country’s biggest oil exploration areas’. Flared gases from these
sites are dangerous because they emit a mix of carbon dioxide, methane and black soot
which is carcinogenic.
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